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Sylvan 5 Piece Round Dining Set HL-SYLV-TK-5RDS
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Description

The 5 Piece Sylvan Round Dining Set by Harmonia Living features a gorgeous natural appeal that will make a
statement in your outdoor space. Constructed from sustainably sourced teak, the elegant round table serves
as a perfect compliment to the comfortable, design-forward chairs. The Sylvan Teak Dining Arm Chair boasts
attractive, modern lines and durable construction from sustainably harvested V-Legal teak wood. Smartly
sized, the Sylvan chair is extremely comfortable without being a spacehog like some dining arm chairs.
Tailored and manicured in all the right places the Sylvan dining chair has a unique modern style while
maintaining traditional sensibilities. Recommended for use with or without a cushion. Stackable design.

Includes
1x Tango Round Dining Table
4x Sylvan Teak Dining Arm Chairs
4x Sylvan Dining Chair Cushions

Dimensions
Dining Table: 60"W x 60"D x 30.5"H (90lbs.)
Under Table Height: 29.5
Dining Chair: 22"W x 20.5"D x 32"H (20lbs.)
Seat Height (No Cushion): 17
Seat Height (With Cushion): 19.25
Back Height (Seat to Top): 12.75
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Arm Height: 25.5

Features
When left untreated, Teak will weather to a silvery patina. To keep the natural wood tone of Teak,
cleaning and a thin layer of oil needs to be applied about once a year, depending on the environment.
Stackable design makes storage convenient and easy.
Stackable design makes storage convenient and easy.
Zinc-coated, rust-resistant hardware.
Pre-cut umbrella hole with brass plated umbrella hole cover, umbrellas with a pole diameter up to 1.5"
will fit into this dining table.
The dining table requires assembly, the chairs do not.
Optional cushions are available in Sunbrella, Outdura and Revolution performance fabrics, which are
distinctive, fade resistant and easy to clean.
Cushion cover comes with a zipper for easy removal.
A self-welt (seam piping) can be added for a tailored look.

Compatible Furniture Covers
HL-WX-GP-DIN-RD


